Keep Mfg. Company
Makers of Keep's Shirts

ARE SHOWING THE LATEST IDEAS IN BEAUTIFUL DESIGNS OF Scotch Madras For Custom Shirts

at much less than is usual with ordinary shirt makers, for similar quality.

We would be glad to send you our latest price list fully describing our immense stock of young men's furnishings. May we do so?

"Buy from the makers and save 25%.

Hotel Nottingham

The Only Hotel Facing Copley Square.

Three minutes walk from the New Back Bay Stations of the Boston & Albany and N. Y., N. H. & H.

Patronage of Tech Students is solicited in our Cafe.

European Plan.

Check Baggage Back Bay Station, Boston.
A. H. Whipple.

T. E. Moseley & Co.

COLLEGE MEN will find our lines of "RADICAL" and "EXTRA" College Styles very complete.

Prices $3.50 to $8.50

145 TREMONT ST., Between Temple Pl. and West St.

GRiffin's Hats

We are originators and designers of Young Men's Fashionable Headwear. Our styles are exclusive and sold only by us.

Prices: $3, $3.50, $4.

10 per cent DISCOUNT TO TECH STUDENTS.

THE VARSITY, $3.50

Our spring showing of Caps now ready. Special designs made to order. An exclusive assortment of Walking Sticks in a large range of prices. Class Canes a specialty.

GEO. L. GRIFFIN & SON
HATTERS TO YOUNG MEN
404 Washington St. - Boston, Mass.

In writing advertisers kindly mention THE TECH.